
Electric Motor & Generator Rebuilding & Rewinding 

Serving Industry Since 1959 



About E & L Electric, Inc. 

E & L Electric was originally started by husband and wife Everett & Emma Lee Fitch 

back in 1959. Everett worked for a motor shop in Los Angeles named Larsen Hoag as 

a  motor winder from 1950-1961 while Emma worked for the same company 

from1957-1959, also as a winder. 

 

The story goes that Emma was winding as fast as Everett but they would only pay 

here half of what Everett was making. When she went to ask for a raise they refused, 

Emma quit, and E & L Electric was born. E & L Electric started out of a garage in 

South Gate, CA, then moved to the corner which was about 1000 square feet and 

later two doors down to a 3000 square foot building where they stayed until 1998. 

Emma, or “Lee” as she was known, usually worked ten hours days and trained count-

less motor winders that are still working in the industry today, two of them right here at 

E & L Electric. She was very active in the Electrical Apparatus Service Association, 

EASA® as was Everett. The picture on the bottom right is Lee stripping an armature, 

with a torch, in her slippers, somewhere in her late seventies. She passed away in 

1993 and worked, not because she had to, but because she loved to. 

 

After moving to Santa Fe Springs in 1998 the grandson of Everett & Emma took over 

the day to day operations and is now the President of E & L Electric, Inc. We are for-

tunate enough to not only have two of the original motor winders from the 1970’s we 

also have a close to zero turnover rate over the last 15 years. 

 

Starting out as a contract shop we primarily wound armatures for other motor shops 

all over the United States and that still remains a small part of our business. Today 

however we are a full service motor and generator repair shop that has some of the 

finest testing and processing equipment available to date. While constantly investing in the company and our crew 

we are always looking for ways to improve as dictated by the needs of our customers. 

 

We are currently located in Santa Fe Springs with a property we acquired in 2005. In 2009 we made a decision to 

modernize the shop and offices and start acquiring the finest support equipment and services available in our indus-

try. 

 

2009 

 We opened our servo motor department and purchased the necessary equipment and software to repair and 

rewind AC brushless servo motors for the aerospace and automation industry. 

2010 

 Stingray automated closed loop steam cleaner 

 Training Center used for technical seminars, safety meetings, and staff meetings. 

2011 

 SFK-Baker AWA Motor Analyzer– 12000 Volt 

 Steelman Curing Oven W 24 Hour Partlow Chart Recorders 

 Dyna Bal Computerized Balancer 

 Lexseco Computerized Core Loss Tester 

 UL Listing; we received our UL Certification allowing us to rebuild and rewind explosion proof UL Listed motors 

2012 

 Service Center Bridge Crane 

 Various Jib Cranes throughout the service shop 

2013 

 Imprex VPI –Vacuum Pressure Impregnation System 

 AW Dynamometer— Load Tester 

 Jenkins 0-4160 Volt Computerized Motor Test Center W/ Vibration and Temperature Sensors 

 



Motor & Generator Repair 

Quality Repairs 

 

Materials 

Only the finest materials and parts are used during the repair process and we will always meet or exceed the manu-

factures original specifications. Nomex® insulation and Ultra Shield Inverter Duty magnet wire as well specially de-

signed form coils are at the core of our motor rewinds. Using only genuine Koyo, Nachi, SKF, or other top of the line 

bearings and never purchased from any sources other than authorized distributors. 

 

Processing 

The moment a unit comes in for repair it is tagged, all nameplate information is recorded, unit is stamped with an 

internal work order number and has a minimum of four pictures taken. All information is then logged in to our com-

puter network to start the repair process. 

 

Information from the customer is the key to a successful repair. Why was the unit brought in? what type of delivery 

is needed? Application?, and accessories that may not have been received that might be required for proper final 

testing. The unit is then scheduled in our custom built computer program and assigned to a technician. 

 

Initial Inspection 

Our four page inspection report is crucial to make sure that the unit is repaired properly and returned by the dead-

line required by our customers. Including a full range of electrical tests, bearing fits measured, mechanical fits, miss-

ing or broken parts, and shaft run out are standard on every repair. All windings, if possible, have incoming electrical 

test preformed and recorded. If applicable the windings are sent to our environmentally friendly steam cleaner and 

baked dry for second stage electrical testing. All parts are cleaned and inspected for possible damage, wear,  and 

cracks and all old grease is removed and purged from grease tubes and fittings. The card is now returned to the 

shop office for rescheduling after the clean and bake process.  

 

Electrical Testing 

Once the windings are baked out they are put through a five stage electrical test on a annually calibrated SKF® 

AWA Motor Analyzer. If the windings fail electrical testing and a rewind is required the stator core is tested with a 

computerized core loss tester. This core loss test is key to the rewind process and to ensure that the motor will re-

tain its manufacturers efficiency levels. This test is preformed prior and after the removal of the old windings. 

 

Final Assembly 

By the time your unit reaches the assembly stage the complete rotating as-

sembly has been balanced to precision levels, all parts have been cleaned 

and prepped, and new replacement parts have been pulled and placed in a 

clean box not on the shop floor or motor pan. After the unit is assembled it is 

tested for specific time period based on the size of the motor. At this time all 

data is recorded automatically through our computerized motor test center. 

 

Ready To Ship 

Once the unit has passed all electrical tests it is sent for a final inspection that includes verification of the connection 

as received, accessories have been installed, and numerous other tests both electrical and visual inspections. The 

unit is now sent to be painted and brought to shipping where a last and final inspection is done, a protective shaft 

sleeve is installed, a outgoing photo or photos are taken, and manager signs off and 

approves for shipping. 

 

 



Equipment 

Testing & Processing 

 

0-4160 Volt Computerized Test Center - July 2013 

Custom designed test panel capable of testing AC, DC, and  

Synchronous motors. All data is automatically recorded while testing 

that includes voltage, current, vibration levels, and bearing  

temperature. 

 

 

SKF® Baker AWA Computerized Winding Analyzer—2011 - Calibrated Annually 

The AWA integrates a wide range of electrical tests which meet high quality  

standards. This instrument supports all major electric tests in a single portable unit  

including surge, polarization index, DC HiPot, MegOhm and winding resistance. All 

data is automatically recorded and complete MS Word or PDF reports can be  

generated and submitted at the customers request and is standard with all motor  

repairs and new sales over 100 HP. During the repair process the AWA is used at 

all stages of the repair and guarantees the condition of the insulation. 

 

 

Lexseco® Core Loss Tester - 2011 - Calibrated Annually 

Our core loss tester is a fully automated high current, low voltage test center  

designed specifically for testing rotors, stators, and armatures. The core loss tester 

provides documentation of the rebuild and manufacturing process by automatically 

generating customized reports detailing core performance. All motors rewound are 

tested both before and after the winding is removed from the core to confirm that 

the unit is returned at the efficiency levels required. In addition to testing the  

integrity of the core the Lexseco is specially designed to verify the winding data. 

 

 

Steelman Curing Oven With 24 Hr Partlow Chart Recorders - 2011 

Proper curing time depends on the many factors that include type of resin, size of 

unit, and what was work was performed. The chart recorder allows us to monitor the 

baking time and temperature for units that are baked over night. This step is a crucial 

step to ensure that windings have been thoroughly baked and cured. In addition to 

the chart recorder the oven has three separate safety shutoffs in the event that the 

oven malfunctions the unit curing will not be over baked causing damage to the wind-

ings or core. 

 

Calibrated Measuring devices 

Quality can only be achieved by having the proper measuring tools and equipment. In addition to having the equip-

ment calibrated, E & L Electric also calibrates on a annual basis critical machine shop tooling and micrometers, 

torque wrenches, and electronic meters. As a UL® Listed company we are certified to repair and rewind motors in 

explosion proof areas. All of our calibrations meet or exceed the mandated requirements set by UL® and are in-

spected by UL® agent on a annual basis. 

 

 

Computer Controlled Network 

E & L Electric uses custom designed software for controlling every aspect of a repair and sale. Designed by the 

owner of E & L Electric it allows us to make modifications as required by changes in the industry, customers needs 

such as special reports, and customized processing screen. A customer can call a month later or ten years later and 

get a complete description of what work was done, parts installed, copy of invoices or quotes.  



Test Reports - Winding Analyzer  
Sample Report – 900 HP Test Results 

Motor ID  Time Temp Resist Megohm DA/PI DC Surge 

223451 8/14/2013 2:01:50 AM Tested PASS PASS PASS PASS PASS 
 

Nameplate Information Motor ID  Rogers Equipment Loaner 

Location E & L Electric Building 12322 
Model 1-5110-19625-1-1 Manufacturer Siemens 

Serial Number A4757HFY7649 HP/KW 900 
Volts-Rating 4160 Volts-Operating 4160 

Amps-Rating 126 Amps-Operating  
Insulation F Enclosure WPII 

RPM 1780 Service Factor 1.15 
Frame 588US Freq-Hz 60 
Notes ROTOR IN LR Amps  

NEMA Design  Max Amb °C 0 
NEMA nom eff 0 Duty Cycle  
Manuf's Type  Manuf Dt Cd  

 

Results Summary Test Date/Time 8/14/2013 2:01:50 AM 

Test ID: AC-Recon-3 Ph-4160-W/R Repair/Job # 223451 
Tested By Chuck Briceno Tested For Shop 

Room # Shop MCC N/A 
Location E & L Electric Building 12322 

Temp Status Tested PI Status PASS 
Temp 26.4°C 79.5°F RH 53% Volts (V) 5000 

Resist Status PASS DA Ratio 1.9 
L1-L2 (Ohms) 0.345 Corr: 0.343 PI Ratio 2.4 
L2-L3 (Ohms) 0.347 Corr: 0.345 HiPot PASS 
L3-L1 (Ohms) 0.347 Corr: 0.345 Volts (V) 9000 

Max Delta R % 0.680 I(µA) 1.70 
Coil 1 (Ohms) 0.172 Corr: 0.171 Resist (Mohm) 5294 At 40°C 2060 
Coil 2 (Ohms) 0.172 Corr: 0.172 Surge Status PASS 
Coil 3 (Ohms) 0.174 Corr: 0.174 Peak Volt(V) L1 9000 

Megohm Status PASS Peak Volt(V) L2 9000 
Volts (V) 5000 Peak Volt(V) L3 9000 

I(µA) 1.00 Max P-P EAR(%) 2.7/2.0/2.1 
Resist (Mohm) 5000 At 40°C 1946 EAR 1-2/2-3/3-1(%) No Test 

 

 



Test Reports - Balance 
 

 
Computerized Dynamic Balancing Report 

 

                                                        Date:10-22-12 

6/21/2012 

                                                        Time: 2:38:55 

PM 

                                                    Operator: R. Alvis 

                                                     Job no.: 21770 

                                                   P. O. no.:22134 

Customer: Triumph Group- Chatsworth 

 

Two Plane Balance 

Item balanced:  

Balancing specification: Nema & Dyna-Bal 

Item operating speed: 3150.00 RPM 

NEMA Spec: 0.30 mil 

Balancing RPM: 560.85 

 

                   Balance Conditions 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

               Start                   Finish 

           -------------    ----------------------------- 

Right End   Mils:   0.40     Mils:   0.12   in/s:   0.003 

           Angle:  52.50    Angle:  93.77 

 

Left End    Mils:   0.35     Mils:   0.03   in/s:   0.001 

           Angle: 353.10    Angle: 349.65 

 

 

     Beginning unbalance:   2.945 g-in,   0.104 oz-in Right Side 

                            7.562 g-in,   0.267 oz-in Left Side 

 

      Residual unbalance:   2.31 g,   0.08 oz Right Side 

                            1.79 g,   0.06 oz Left Side 

 

This item is balanced to:   3.466 g-in,   0.122 oz-in Right Side 

                            2.687 g-in,   0.095 oz-in Left Side 

 

 

Key Used 

Drive End:   0.31 in wide x   0.27 in thick x   0.75 in long 

Rear End:    0.00 in wide x   0.00 in thick x   0.00 in long 

 

 



Test Reports - Core Loss 



Test Reports - Assembled Unit 



New Equipment Sales 

As one of the largest distributors of new motors and drives in Southern California we take pride in sell-

ing, and more importantly backing, the lines that we represent. As a full service motor shop we not only 

sell the motors but we offer everything from custom modifications, warranty service, replacement parts, 

and our own “Advantage Program”. 

 

Selecting Products 

 

We don’t take on any new equipment lines without thoroughly checking the product and the vendor. Be-

fore we represent a manufacturer we will inspect a motor from the inside out and perform the following 

steps before we agree to represent them. 

 

1. We inspect the local warehouse for stock levels, warehouse staff, shipping procedures, after hours 

service, packaging, and storage. Motors that sit for long periods of time can result in bearing issues 

especially if the motors are not stored properly or are near railroad tracks. 

 

2. We will bring a motor into our service shop and inspect the motor at every level.  

A: We start with a full voltage test of the unit and check for vibration levels, amperage readings, 

bearing temperature, and overall condition. 

B: We disassemble the motor and measure all bearing fits and check the balance levels of the rotor 

outside the motor to ensure the unit meets or exceeds the balance levels based on the RPM of the 

unit. 

C: We perform a full winding test that includes Hi-Pot, Surge, Micro Ohm, and Megohm test. 

D: Motor leads are checked for clear and easy to identify markings. 

 

3. Last we make sure that they back up their product and their distributors with strong warranty and 

support from both local and their headquarters. 

 

Advantage Program 

 

Our Advantage Program, is offered at a charge on all HP ranges but is a free service if time permits on 

all motors 100 HP and above. When a customer purchases a 100 HP or greater motor and the customer 

has the time to wait a maximum of one working day we will perform a 30 minute full voltage no load test, 

check vibration levels, and bearing temperatures, connect and label motor to customers requested volt-

age,  and perform a complete winding ground fault insulation and turn to turn test with a SKF® AWA 

Winding Analyzer. 

 

Modifications 

 

The most frequently performed modification, by far, is the addition of a shaft grounding ring and/or a 

complete shaft grounding system on new motors. With more and more motors being driven by a VFD, 

bearing failures resulting from bearing fluting are becoming more and more frequent. We have been 

successful in eliminating shaft current issues by adding ceramic 

insulated bearings in addition to shaft grounding rings. We also 

offer space heaters, RTD’s, precision balancing, and terminal box 

location changes, as well shaft modifications.  

 

 

 

 

















































Electric Motor & Generator Rebuilding & Rewinding 

Repairs: AC & DC Motors - Pumps - Gear Boxes - Servo Motors 

 AC & DC Motor & Generator Rebuilding and Rewinding 
 Synchronous Motor Rebuilding & Rewinding 
 Explosion Proof—UL® Listed Rebuilding & Rewinding—UL® # E350540 
 Pump Rebuilding With Pressure Testing—Gear Box Rebuilding 
 Hermetic Motor Rebuilding & Rewinding 
 Brushless Servo & Spindle Motor Repair & Feedback Testing 
 Computerized Balance, Core Loss, and Motor Analyzer 
 Full Machine Shop Services 

New Sales: Motors - Drives - Carbon Brushes - Reducers 

 New & Rebuilt Motors In Stock In Santa Fe Springs With 24/7 Service 
 Authorized Service & Warranty Center For Most Major Manufactures 
 New Motor Modifications Including Full Machine Shop Capabilities 
 Carbon Brushes - Over 200 Part Numbers In Stock 

State Of The Art Computerized Testing & Repair Upgrades 
 2013 Jenkins® 4160 Volt Computerized Motor Test Center With Temperature 

& Vibration Sensors & Full Report Capabilities 
 2011 Baker® Computerized 12000 Volt Motor Analyzer 
 2011 Lexseco® Computerized Core Loss Tester 
 2011 Dyna-Bal® Computerized Balancer 
 2011 Stingray® Parts Washer 
 2012 Steelman® Process Oven With 24 Hr Chart Recorder 

TEL (562) 903-9272 

E & L Electric, Inc 
12322 Los Nietos Road  -  Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 

 

TEL (562) 903-9272      SALES@EANDLELECTRIC.COM 

24 Hour Service— 365 Days a Year 



Facility Capabilities 

Hours Of Operation 
 Office Monday—Friday 7:30—5:00 PM 
 24 Hour New & Repair Service Available 
 

Facility 
 Shop: 8000 Sq. Ft 
 Office:2000 Sq. Ft 
 Yard & Storage: 32,000 Sq Ft 
 Networked Computerized Control System 

 
Logistics 

 Truck # 1: 6 Ton Flat Bed 
 Truck # 2: 3 Ton Flat Bed 

 
 UPS: Same Day Orders In By 4:00 PM 
 Delivery: Local Pick Up & Delivery 

 
 Pick Up & Delivery Service 

 

Warranty 
 Up to 3 Years Parts & Labor on Repairs 
 Up To 5 Years On New Motors 

 

UL Listed 
 UL Listed to Rewind & Rebuild Explosion Proof   

Motors — UL # E350540 
 

General Rebuild Equipment 
 Automatic Motor/Parts Washer 
 

Material 
 Inverter Duty 200c Magnet Wire 
 Nomex® Insulation 
 

Lifting Capacity 
 1-15 Ton 
 

Lathe 
 24” Swing x 60” Bed 
 45” Swing x 80” Bed 
 

Mill Machine  
 Bridgeport 40” / Up to 8” Bore 
 

Electronic Balance 
 2011 Computerized Dyna-Bal®  Precision Balancing 

Capable Of API Standard Balance Levels 
 

Burn Off Furnace 
 Bayco®  Controlled Temperature W/ Pre & Post 

Core Loss Testing 
 

Bake Oven 
 2012 Steelman®  Gas 7x7x7 With Partlow Controls, 

Lo-Nox Burners and Chart Recorder 

 
Core Loss 

 2011 Lexseco ® Computerized Core Loss Tester & 
Data Verification 

 

Test Center 
 2013 Jenkins® Computerized Motor Test Center 

W/ Vibration Analysis & Temperature Probes 
 2011 Baker® AWA-12K Motor Analyzer 

 
Training Center 

 Monthly In House Training Seminars 
 Customer Specific Seminars 
 

E & L Electric, Inc 
12322 Los Nietos Road  -  Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 

 

TEL (562) 903-9272      SALES@EANDLELECTRIC.COM 

24 Hour Service— 365 Days a Year 

Electric Motor & Generator Repair & Rewinding 


